
December 2014 – Understanding Legislation 

Greetings Brothers,  

 

In the next installment of the Grand Counselor’s Legislative Tips, I wanted to take the 
opportunity to look at the WHY of what we do with legislation. A question I know you all ask yourselves 
(as I have asked myself this many times over the years, especially as a collegiate) is why does this 
Mancini guy keep bugging me about my ordinances? Our Constitution, By-Laws & Ordinances exist to 
set the standards for governance in our beloved Fraternity and also help both the organization and its 
members (see my Winter 2013 Mask article). But why do we need to understand this process? Why do 
we need to continually re-evaluate our legislative documents, the processes & the language we use in 
them? For this month’s post I wanted to provide perspective with the assistance of my Legislative 
Committee members who provided some insight into what they have gained through learning about 
legislation in Kappa Psi and how these lessons can apply to their careers. 

Dawn Erdman – Graduate Legislative Committee Member 

  There was a time back at GCC in 1997 where newly elected Grand Regent Brian Furbush sat 
down with a few of the MN grad members and helped us revise our chapter ordinances. The document 
had not been touched in YEARS and we were appalled that 1) we were not following our own rules that 
had been established; 2) most of the rules were outdated and 3) we underappreciated the VALUE of the 
document. Since that epiphany long ago, MN Grad made a point to review our ordinances on a yearly 
basis as they exist for our benefit. 
  As I sit on the Legislative Committee, many years after the first encounter with our ordinances, it 
made me realize how I use this knowledge in my everyday work. Ordinances are considered an agreement 
between its local participants and how they will be governed in addition to the basic rules [Constitution]. 
Part of my job within the pharmacy benefits management (PBM) world is to negotiate and sign contracts 
with employer groups for benefits/services as well as manufacturer rebates. These same skills of 
arbitration, recording and applying rules are also relevant to our ordinances within Kappa Psi: 
 
1) How and to what extent we will be governed, 
2) The costs of services [dues] 
2) Procedure and penalties if rules are broken, 
3) Reward system when applicable, 
4) All parties agree and enforceable based on majority vote. 
 
Ordinances also must be “break tested”: Are these rules practical? Can they be efficiently enforced? Do 
they conflict with our main set of rules [Constitution]? Does the rule have a true purpose and what does 
it accomplish? Is it for the “greater good” of the organization/party agreement? Rules are modified 
frequently due to changes in profession, technology or workplace. This is also the same as renewal PBM 
contracts add/change products, increase efficiencies within the services offered or application of 
government legislation (e.g. ACA). 
 
 
 
 
 



Alaric Nielson – Collegiate Legislative Committee Member 

Being the Collegiate Member on the Legislative committee has been a rewarding experience as a 
final year PharmD student, particularly in preparing me for post graduation and my role as a Pharmacist 
in Texas. It has helped me to understand the legislative process in two major ways. 
 
1) Accountability - rules, regulations, and policies are all over pharmacy practice. By understanding the 
process and the importance of word choice in legislation has helped me to hold myself accountable and 
to hold my employees accountable to our policies at my job, to the regulations from the State Board, and 
the legislation passed by the State and Federal laws. I like to think of myself as a leader by example, 
however, I have learned the importance of being a manager. I do have a very good relationship with my 
technicians and cashiers now that I have started using policies at work to enforce my requests of them 
rather than solely leading by example.  

 
2) Change is not impossible - changing anything nowadays seems almost worthless. There will be many 
unexpected challenges when in the pharmacy, which can make it easy to lose sight of what you want to 
accomplish. The red tape and hoops to jump through make it seem next to impossible to change 
anything. However, I have learned one can make improvements with enough like-minded individuals, 
elbow grease, and dedication to improving. There have been 20+ new chapters created in the last 4-5 
years of Kappa Psi, I believe this is an example of to what I referred. 

 
After reading the accounts of these Brothers, ask yourself, has there been a time where 

understanding of the legislative process may have helped you? Perhaps in other aspects of student 
government? An IPPE? An APPE? Your career?  We exist in a profession that is founded in, and 
sometimes hindered by, legislation at the local, state and national levels. We have a responsibility as 
health care professionals, not only to adhere to the rules and regulations that guide our profession, but 
to help shape this legislation to ensure our talents are utilized appropriately. Edmund Burke, the Irish 
statesman, once said “Bad laws are the worst sort of tyranny.” So next time your Chapter or Province 
puts on a legislative or parliamentary procedures workshop, pay attention on how that understanding 
may help you not only in Kappa Psi, but in your career and profession. We are some of those most 
capable of shaping healthcare, but if we don’t contribute, we will be forced to follow poorly written law.   

 
The purpose of this post was to show you how the concepts learned from working with 

legislation on a smaller scale can help you understand concepts in your own lives or careers. There are 

also many other great Brothers who can provide their take on this as well and I encourage you discuss 

this with your elder Brothers. If you have any questions about other ways to address these issues, more 

questions about why we do what we do, or have suggestions on future topics feel free to email me at 

grandcounselor@kappapsi.org.  

 

Fraternally, 

Robert Mancini, PharmD, BCOP 

Grand Counselor 2013-2015 
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